In vitro exchange of nucleosomal histones H2a and H2b.
We have asked whether exogenous, radiolabeled histones can exchange with nucleosomal histones in an in vitro system. Using two different electrophoretic techniques, we were able to separate the histones contained in nucleosomes from those histones which were simply bound to the surface of the chromatin. Fluorography was used to determine which of the exogenous histones exchange with the nucleosomal histones. We observed substantial exchange of histones H1, H2a, and H2b when the chromatin and exogenous histones were incubated under approximately physiological conditions. We have also observed a small amount of exchange of H2a and H2b, as well as a substantial exchange of H1, from one chromatin fragment to another. Other conditions affecting the exchange of histones H2a and H2b are also reported.